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Accelerated Evolution of Nervous System
Genes in the Origin of Homo sapiens
(Jerison, 1973; Byrne andWhiten, 1988; Aiello and Dean,
1990; Matsuzawa, 2001). More recently, the genetic ba-
sis of brain evolution has emergedasa topic of consider-
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able discussion. Of particular interest are questions re-Gerald J. Wyckoff,1,5 Christine M. Malcom,1,3
garding what genes underlie brain differences betweenand Bruce T. Lahn1,*
humans and other species, and how changes in these1Howard Hughes Medical Institute
genes led to specific alterations in brain biology. As yet,Department of Human Genetics
these important questions remain poorly explored. In2Committee on Genetics
this study, we probe these questions by comparative3Department of Anthropology
genomics studies utilizing both primates and nonpri-University of Chicago
mate species.Chicago, Illinois 60637
It has long been noted that brains of various extant
and extinct primates display remarkable variation in
size, organization, and behavioral output (Noback andSummary
Montagna, 1970; Armstrong and Falk, 1982; Byrne and
Whiten, 1988; Matsuzawa, 2001). This is particularly trueHuman evolution is characterized by a dramatic in-
for the evolutionary lineage leading from ancestral pri-crease in brain size and complexity. To probe its ge-
mates to humans, in which the increase in brain sizenetic basis, we examined the evolution of genes in-
and complexity was remarkably rapid and persistentvolved in diverse aspects of nervous system biology.
throughout the lineage (Jerison, 1973; Walker et al.,We found that these genes display significantly higher
1983). In contrast, for most nonprimate mammalian or-rates of protein evolution in primates than in rodents.
ders, the extent of intra-ordinal brain differences ismuchImportantly, this trend ismost pronounced for the sub-
more limited (Brodmann, 1912; Pagel and Harvey, 1989).set of genes implicated in nervous system develop-
For example, the encephalization quotient, a roughmea-ment. Moreover, within primates, the acceleration of
sure of brain size scaled allometrically to body size,protein evolution ismost prominent in the lineage lead-
can differ by more than an order of magnitude betweening from ancestral primates to humans. Thus, the re-
humans and nonhuman primates, but varies much lessmarkable phenotypic evolution of the human nervous
between species of any nonprimate order (Williams,system has a salient molecular correlate, i.e., acceler-
2002). Thus, the phenotype of the nervous system hasated evolution of the underlying genes, particularly
apparently undergone far greater evolutionary changesthose linked to nervous system development. In addi-
in primates than most other mammals.tion to uncovering broad evolutionary trends, our
Extrapolating from these observations, we hypothe-study also identified many candidate genes—most of
sized that the intensified phenotypic evolution of the
which are implicated in regulating brain size and be-
brain seen in primates might have a molecular corre-
havior—that might have played important roles in the
late—that is, genes involved in nervous system biology
evolution of the human brain. might display more dynamic molecular evolutionary
changes in primates relative to nonprimate mammals.
Introduction We further surmised that within primates, the lineage
leading from ancestral primates to humansmight exhibit
Greatly expanded and highly complex brains are among more dramatic evolutionary changes than other primate
the most defining attributes distinguishing primates, es- lineages, on the basis that the increase in brain size
pecially humans, fromothermammals (Brodmann, 1912; and complexity is most profound in the lineage leading
Jerison, 1973; Finlay and Darlington, 1995). As a result to humans.
of increasedbrain size andcomplexity, behavioral reper- In this study,we compared the evolutionary rates of an
toires became much richer in primates, culminating in extensive set of nervous system-related genes between
highly sophisticated cultural behaviors in humans such primates and rodents. To obtain evolutionary rates in
as language, tool use, and social learning (Spuhler, 1959; primates, we compared sequences between human and
Matsuzawa, 2001). the Old World monkey, macaque. We note that even
In past decades, researchers have devoted significant though much discussion of human evolution has fo-
efforts toward understanding the evolutionary pro- cused on human-chimpanzee comparisons, the strong
cesses that gave rise to the distinct features of the hu- sequence similarities between these two species results
man brain. Traditionally, such efforts have focused on in high stochastic uncertainty in the estimation of evolu-
tionary rates. This is likely to reduce the statistical powerthe anatomical and physiological differences between
in detecting interesting evolutionary signatures. Human-the human brain and that of the other taxa, as well
macaque comparisons, in contrast, offer much moreas the behavioral manifestations of these differences
accurate rate estimation because of the considerably
greater sequence divergence. For the nonprimate mam-*Correspondence: blahn@bsd.uchicago.edu
malian order, we used rodents, with rat and mouse as4These authors contributed equally to this work.
the species chosen for comparison. The evolutionary5Present address: Division of Biology and Biochemistry, University
of Missouri-Kansas City, Kansas City, Missouri, 64108. time separating human and macaque (20–25 million
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic Relationship of the Four Taxa Used in the
Study
Ratios of encephalization quotient (brain size allometrically scaled
to body size) between taxa are indicated following published data
(Williams, 2002). Brains of different taxa are not drawn to scale of
absolute size. Estimated evolutionary time separating these four
taxa is depicted.
years) is grossly comparable to that separating rat and
mouse (16–23 million years) (Kumar and Hedges, 1998;
Springer et al., 2003). However, point mutation rates are
lower in primates than in rodents (Gibbs et al., 2004),
which results in the synonymous sequence divergence
between human and macaque being about half that be-
tween rat and mouse. Despite the fact that human-
macaque sequence divergence is less, the size and
complexity of the brain differ profoundly between these Figure 2. Evolution of Nervous System Genes and Housekeeping
two primates while remaining grossly comparable be- Genes in Primates and Rodents
tween the two rodents (Figure 1). Comparisons of these (A) Evolutionary rates in primates and rodents.
(B) Percentage of genes that evolved with higher Ka/Ks in one or thefour taxa should, therefore, allow us to interpret any
other mammalian order.molecular evolutionary differences of nervous system
The p values indicate the statistical significance of primate-rodentgenes between primates and rodents within the mean-
disparities.
ingful context of contrasting evolutionary outcomes in
brain phenotypes between these two mammalian orders.
By comparing nervous system genes across the four sible. First, we performed extensive literature searches to
obtain a set of genesdemonstrated to play important rolesaforementioned taxa, we demonstrate that the average
rate of protein evolution as scaled to neutral divergence in the nervous system. Second, we used databases of
expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and SAGE tags (Vel-is indeed considerably faster in primates than in rodents
and that this trend is most pronounced for the subset culescu et al., 1999) to identify a group of genes ex-
pressed exclusively or predominantly in the brain.of genes implicated in nervous system development.
We further show that within primates, such evolutionary Lastly, we included a set of genes implicated in various
diseasesof the nervous system, suchasbrainmalforma-acceleration is much greater in the lineage leading from
ancestral primates to humans relative to lineages lead- tions, mental retardation, and neurodegeneration. Many
of the genes appear to function exclusively in the ner-ing to nonhuman species. Thus, the dramatic evolution
of nervous system phenotype in primates, particularly vous systemwhereas othersmay also play roles in addi-
tional tissues. In either case, the prominent involvementhumans, is indeed correlatedwith salientmolecular evo-
lutionary footprints in the underlying genes. of these genes in the nervous system makes them good
candidates for our study. By sequencing and bioin-
formatics, we obtained orthologous sequences forResults
214 such genes in all of the four taxa chosen for this
study (Supplemental Table S1 at http://www.cell.com/Evolution of Nervous System Genes
We used multiple criteria to compile a list of genes as cgi/content/full/119/7/1027/DC1/). We note that these
genes are scattered randomly across the genome. Be-broadly representative of nervous system biology as pos-
Molecular Evolution of the Human Nervous System
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Figure 3. The Ka/Ks Distributions of Nervous
System Genes and Housekeeping Genes in
Primates and Rodents
(A) Nervous system-related genes.
(B) Housekeeping genes.
The p values indicate the statistical signifi-
cance of primate-rodent disparities.
cause the acquisition of these genes was done without higher Ka/Ks in primates than rodents, or vice versa.
We found that, not surprisingly, there were substantiallyprior knowledge of their evolutionary properties, the
findings discussed below are not due to selective sam- more genes with higher Ka/Ks in primates than the other
way around (118 versus 77; Figure 2B). Such a departurepling of genes with desirable evolutionary parameters.
The pace of protein evolution as scaled to neutral from parity is statistically significant (p  0.004 by the
binomial test). This observation argues that the higherdivergence is commonly approximated by the ratio be-
tween nonsynonymous (Ka) and synonymous (Ks) substi- average Ka/Ks in primates is contributed to by a large
fraction of these nervous system genes beyond just atution rates (Li, 1997). To infer Ka/Ks ratios of genes in
primates, we compared human andmacaque orthologs. few outliers.
Finally, we compared the Ka/Ks distributions betweenFor rodent Ka/Ks, rat and mouse sequences were com-
pared. The average Ks of these genes is 0.065  0.028 primates and rodents. We found that primates have far
fewer genes in the very low Ka/Ks range (i.e., Ka/Ks (mean  SD) for the primate comparison and 0.158 
0.063 for the rodents, in close agreement with previous 0.05) as compared to rodents, and more genes in the
high Ka/Ks range (Figure 3A). Statistical tests confirmedreports (Yi et al., 2002; Gibbs et al., 2004). Notably, the
average Ka/Ks of these genes is substantially higher (by that the primate distribution differed significantly from
the rodent distribution (p  0.0001 by the Wilcoxon37%) in primates than in rodents (Figure 2A), and the
disparity is statistically highly significant (p  0.0001 signed-rank test).
by Fisher’s exact test). As discussed below, additional
statistical tests further corroborated the significance of Evolution of Housekeeping Genes
The significantly higher averageKa/Ks of nervous systemthis disparity. This result indicates that the average rate
of protein evolution for these genes after scaling to neu- genes in primates is suggestive of adaptive evolution.
However, this observation in itself is by no means atral divergence is faster in primates than in rodents by
a significant margin. definitive proof of adaptive evolution because it could
also arise from relaxed functional constraint. The classi-We next counted the number of genes that showed
Cell
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cal (and most stringent) test of adaptive evolution re-
quires Ka/Ks greater than 1. Yet, none of the genes sam-
pled here have Ka/Ks greater than 1. In fact, the
observation of overall low Ka/Ks is consistent with previ-
ous reports that nervous system genes tend to experi-
ence strong evolutionary constraint (Duret andMouchir-
oud, 2000). Such constraint, which curbs Ka/Ks to levels
substantially lower than 1, would mask the effect of
adaptive evolution. We therefore sought additional evi-
dence of adaptive evolution by examining the evolution
of a set of housekeeping genes. Given that housekeep-
ing genes perform basic cellular functions that are likely
conserved across different species, they should have
evolved predominantly under constraint (and experienc-
ing little positive selection). If housekeeping genes also
show higher Ka/Ks in primates, then it would cast doubt
on the interpretation that the elevated Ka/Ks of nervous
systemgenes in primates is the consequence of positive
selection. We compiled a list of housekeeping genes
that satisfied two stringent criteria. First, they must be
involved in the most basic cellular functions such as
metabolism and protein synthesis. Second, they must
exhibit ubiquitous expression based on EST and SAGE
databases (Velculescu et al., 1999). By sequencing and
bioinformatics, we obtained orthologs for 95 such genes
across the four taxa, which are scattered randomly
across the genome (Supplemental Table S2 at http://
www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/119/7/1027/DC1/). The
average Ks of these genes is 0.061  0.032 (mean 
SD) for the primate comparison and 0.171  0.067 for
the rodents, which closely parallels the nervous system
genes. But unlike the nervous system genes, the aver- Figure 4. Evolution of Different Functional Subgroups of Nervous
age Ka/Ks of the housekeeping genes in primates is very System Genes
similar to—and statistically indistinguishable from—that (A) Evolutionary rates in primates and rodents.
in rodents (Figure 2A). Additionally, the fraction of genes (B) Percentage of genes that evolved with higher Ka/Ks in one or the
other mammalian order.with higher Ka/Ks in primates is comparable to that with
The p values indicate the statistical significance of primate-rodenthigher Ka/Ks in rodents (37 versus 35; Figure 2B). Finally,
disparities.theKa/Ks distributions of these genes are not statistically
distinct between primates and rodents (Figure 3B). This
finding indicates comparable levels of selective con-
The evolution of the primate brain is characterized bystraint on housekeeping genes between primates and
extensive structural modifications, which are necessar-rodents. It therefore argues that the considerably higher
ily achieved through changes in themolecular programsaverage Ka/Ks of nervous system genes in primates is
that underlie brain development. If the higher Ka/Ks ofnot a part of a nonspecific, genome-wide phenomenon.
nervous system genes in primates is indeed the conse-
quence of positive selection, then such selection is likelyClassification of Nervous System Genes
to have impingedmore intensely on the developmentallyThe above results still leave open two possible interpre-
biased genes. The result would be even greater primate-tations. One is stronger positive selection on nervous
rodent Ka/Ks disparity (in the direction of higher primatesystem genes in primates than rodents. The other is
Ka/Ks) for the developmental genes, and perhaps lessweaker functional constraint on these genes in primates.
Ka/Ks disparity for the physiological genes. To test thisWe argue that the possibility of weaker constraint seems
hypothesis, we classified our nervous system genes intounlikely, on the basis that the primate nervous system
subgroups whose functions are biased toward eitheris far more complex (and therefore likely demanding
nervous system development or physiology. We tookgreater precision in gene function) relative to the rodent
several cautionary measures to minimize the inherentnervous system. This consideration notwithstanding,we
uncertainty in the functional classification of genes.searched for additional evidence that might differentiate
First, we imposed stringent definitions on both sub-between positive selection and relaxation of constraint.
groups. Genes were included in the developmentallyTo this end, we focused on two categories of genes that
biased subgroup only if a preponderance of evidence,are particularly relevant to the understanding of nervous
particularly in vivo gain- or loss-of-function studies, hadsystem evolution. One comprises genes whose func-
demonstrated unequivocal roles of these genes in ner-tions are strongly biased toward nervous system devel-
vous system development. On the other hand, genesopment. The other consists of genes biased toward the
were placed in the physiologically biased category onlyroutine physiological operations andmaintenance of the
nervous system. if a combination of biochemical, pharmacological, and
Molecular Evolution of the Human Nervous System
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Figure 5. The Ka/Ks Distributions of Three
Subgroups of Nervous System Genes in Pri-
mates and Rodents
(A) Developmentally biased subgroup.
(B) Unclassified subgroup.
(C) Physiologically biased subgroup.
The p values indicate the statistical signifi-
cance of primate-rodent disparities.
genetic evidence had shown that their predominant three subgroups without any overlap between catego-
ries. The developmentally biased subgroup containedfunctions lie in the routine operation and maintenance
of the nervous system. Second,we createdan “unclassi- 53 genes that included patterning signals of the devel-
oping nervous system, downstream components offied” subgroup to encompass all the genes that could
not be clearly assigned to the first two categories, either such signals, transcription factors that specify neuronal
phenotypes, and regulators of neural precursor prolifer-because of insufficient functional data or because they
appear to be prominently involved in both neural devel- ation, apoptosis, differentiation, migration, andmorpho-
genesis. The physiologically biased subgroup had 95opment and physiology. Third, classification of genes
was performed blind to the evolutionary properties of genes, comprised predominantly of neurotransmitters,
their synthesis enzymes and receptors, neurohormones,these genes.
The nervous system geneswere partitioned into these voltage-gated ion channels, synaptic vesicle compo-
Cell
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nents, factors involved in synaptic vesicle release,meta- outlying genes with significantly higher Ka/Ks in primates
than in rodents (hereon referred to as “primate-fast outli-bolic enzymes specific to neurons or glia, and structural
ers”) (Table 1A).components of the nervous system. The unclassified
As expected, the developmental subgroup has thesubgroup contained the remaining 66 genes. Notably,
highest proportion of outliers (9 out of 53, or 17%). Thethe developmentally biased subgroup showed even
physiological subgroup contains 9 outliers among 95greater Ka/Ks disparity between primates and rodents
genes (9%), while the unclassified subgroup has 6 outli-than did the entire set of nervous system genes. The
ers among 66 genes (9%). Interestingly, a preponder-average Ka/Ks of this subgroup is significantly higher (by
anceof theseoutliers appeared to be involved in control-53%) in primates than in rodents (p  0.002 by Fisher’s
ling brain size or behavior. Mouse knockout of CASP3exact test; Figure 4A). In addition, the great majority of
exhibits severe overgrowth of the brain; LHX1 knockoutdevelopmental genes exhibited higher Ka/Ks in primates
shows absence of brain and other anterior structures;whereas only a small fraction displayed higher Ka/Ks in
andNRCAM knockout leads to reduced cerebellumsize.rodents (37 versus 11), which is a significant departure
Perhaps evenmore interesting are the observations thatfrom parity (p  0.0002 by the binomial test; Figure 4B).
mutations in human ASPM, MCPH1, PAFAH1B1, andIn contrast to the developmental genes, the physiologi-
SHH all result in severe reductions in brain size (micro-cally biased subgroup exhibited much less primate-
cephaly). Hence, 7 of the outliers are implicated in con-rodent Ka/Ks disparity (Figure 4A). Furthermore, the
trolling brain size. Mouse knockout of DVL1 displaysnumber of genes in this subgroup with higher Ka/Ks in
defective social behavior; PEG3 knockout shows im-primates is comparable to that with higher Ka/Ks in ro-
paired maternal behavior; ADCYAP1 knockout exhibitsdents (42 versus 43; Figure 4B). Indeed, the reason that
altered anxiety state; knockouts of GDI1, GRIN2A, orthe average Ka/Ks of the physiological subgroup is
CSPG3 show deficits in learning or neural correlates ofslightly higher in primates can be attributed to a subset
learning; knockouts ofCHRM5,DRD2, orOPRM1 exhibitof outliers with markedly higher Ka/Ks in primates than
defects in acquiring reward-mediated behavior; andmu-in rodents (these outliers are discussed later).
tation in AANAT alters circadian rhythm. Thus, 10 of theInterestingly, the unclassified subgroup shows evolu-
outliers are involved in regulating behavior.tionary parameters that are intermediate between the
It is remarkable that 17 out of the 24 primate-fastdevelopmental and the physiological subgroups. This is
outliers are linked to the regulation of either brain sizetrue when considering Ka/Ks values (Figure 4A) or the
or behavior. This trend suggests that genes controllingnumber of genes with higher Ka/Ks in either primates or
brain size or behavior are preferential targets of positiverodents (39 versus 23; Figure 4B). We next compared
selection during primate evolution. The functional speci-Ka/Ks distributions between primates and rodents for
ficity of these outliers adds additional credence to theeach subgroup. For the developmental subgroup, pri-
notion that the higher Ka/Ks of nervous system genes inmates showed a marked deficiency of genes in the low-
primates is likely the consequence of adaptive evolution.est Ka/Ks range (i.e., Ka/Ks  0.05) as compared to ro-
For the developmental and unclassified subgroups,dents, but a relative excess of genes in the higher Ka/
removal of the primate-fast outliers only moderately re-Ks range (Figure 5A). In particular, the very top Ka/Ks
duced the overall primate-rodent Ka/Ks disparities (dataranges (Ka/Ks 0.5) contain only primate, and no rodent
not shown). This suggests that for these two subgroups,genes. This notable primate-rodent disparity is statisti-
the higher average Ka/Ks in primates is contributed tocally highly significant (p  0.0001 by the Wilcoxon
by many genes, and not just the primate-fast outliers.signed-rank test). In contrast, Ka/Ks distributions of the
For the physiological subgroup, however, removal ofphysiological genes are much more similar between
the outlying genes actually led to higher average Ka/Ksprimates and rodents and are not statistically distinct
in rodents than in primates (by nearly 10%). This hints(Figure 5C). For the unclassified subgroup, the Ka/Ks at the possibility that, overall, physiological genes mightdistributions again exhibit an intermediate level of pri-
actually be slightly more conserved in primates, exceptmate-rodent disparity (Figure 5B).
for a small subset of genes that underwent adaptiveThe higher Ka/Ks of nervous system genes in primates evolution (and hence exhibiting much higherKa/Ks in pri-means that there is an overabundance of amino acid
mates).
substitutions (after scaling to neutral divergence) in pri-
Using the same statistical cutoff, we also obtained 3
mates as compared to rodents. A rough estimate sug- rodent-fast outliers, considerably fewer than the pri-
gests an excess of 1–2 amino acid substitutions per mate-fast outliers (Table 1B). Such a dramatic disparity
nervous system gene in primates than would have oc- is consistentwith the tendency of nervous systemgenes
curred if the average Ka/Ks in primates was similar to to have higher Ka/Ks in primates than in rodents. Among
(rather than significantly higher than) the average rodent the 95 housekeeping genes, only two showed significant
Ka/Ks. The excess becomes 3–4 substitutions per gene Ka/Ks disparities between primates and rodents, and
in primates when considering only the developmental both had higher Ka/Ks in rodents (Supplemental Table
subgroup. S2 online). This reinforces the notion that housekeeping
genes evolved under levels of selective constraint that
Genes with Marked Evolutionary Rate Disparities tended to remain steady across differentmammalian lin-
between Primates and Rodents eages.
To identify candidate genes whose molecular evolution-
ary changes might bear particular relevance to brain Comparison between Human Lineage
evolution, we searched for genes with the most marked and Macaque Lineage
Ka/Ks disparities between primates and rodents. Using Increases in brain size and complexity are evident in
the evolution of many primate lineages (Jerison, 1973).a p value of 0.05 as a cutoff, we obtained a set of 24
Molecular Evolution of the Human Nervous System
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However, this increase is far more dramatic in the lin-
eage leading to humans than in other primate lineages
(Williams, 2002). If the higher average Ka/Ks of nervous
system genes in primates (based on human-macaque
comparison) is indeed the product of adaptive evolution,
then one might expect this accelerated evolution to be
more dramatic in the lineage leading from human-
macaque ancestors to humans than the lineage leading
to macaques. To address this possibility, we followed a
phylogeny-based methodology as previously described
(Messier and Stewart, 1997). Specifically, we chose
squirrel monkey (Saimiri boliviensis), a New World mon-
key, as an outgroup to partition human-macaque se-
quence divergence into the two respective branches.
(Squirrel monkey can serve as a highly reliable outgroup
because it is closely related to the catarrhine clade con-
taining human and macaque; rat and mouse are too
distantly related to primates to be reliable outgroups.)
We first focused on the primate-fast outliers of the
nervous system genes because they have the greatest
likelihood of bearing relevance to primate brain evolu-
tion. Using squirrel monkey sequences as an outgroup,
we found that they have much higher average Ka/Ks in
the human lineage than the macaque lineage (Figure 6A)
and that the difference is statistically significant (p 
0.004 by Fisher’s exact test). Additionally, at the level
of individual genes, the great majority (20 out of 24)
evolved faster in the human lineage, which is a signifi-
cant departure from parity (p  0.002 by the binomial
test).
As a control, we also examined a set of 25 nervous
system genes with comparable evolutionary rates be-
tween primates and rodents and found that these genes
do not show any statistically significant Ka/Ks disparities
between the human and the macaque lineages (Fig-
ure 6A).
Thus, nervous system genes with higher Ka/Ks values
in primates than in rodents also have a strong tendency
to have higher Ka/Ks in the human branch than in the
macaque branch. That the Ka/Ks of these genes is mark-
edly and specifically elevated along the human
branch—in which the increase in brain size and com-
plexity is most dramatic—further argues that adaptive
evolution rather than relaxed functional constraint is
likely responsible.
Comparison between Human Lineage Figure 6. Evolutionary Rates of the Primate-Fast Outliers and the
Control Group of Nervous System Genes in Different Primate Lin-and Chimpanzee Lineage
eagesAnother important question is whether nervous system
(A) Comparisonbetween the lineage fromhuman-macaque ancestorgenes show different Ka/Ks between the human lineage
to human and the lineage to macaque.and the chimpanzee lineage after the divergence of
(B) Comparison between the lineage from human-chimpanzee an-
these two lineages. To address this question, we ob- cestor to human and the lineage to chimpanzee.
tained chimpanzee sequences for both the primate-fast (C) Phylogenetic tree depicting Ka/Ks values along the primate lin-
outliers and the control group. We then used macaque eage leading to humans (bolded lines) and in nonhuman primate
lineages (plain lines). Note that the Ka/Ks value shown next to theas an outgroup to partition human-chimpanzee diver-
squirrel monkey branch applies to the entire lineage from the catar-gence into separate human and chimpanzee branches.
rhine ancestor node (indicated by arrow) to squirrel monkey.For the primate-fast outliers, the Ka/Ks of the human
branch is considerably higher than the chimpanzee
branch (Figure 6B). For the control genes, the two lin- from human-chimpanzee ancestors to humans) than in
the chimpanzee terminal branch, due to the fact thateages show comparable and statistically indistinguish-
able Ka/Ks values (Figure 6B). these genes were ascertained on the basis of elevated
Ka/Ks in the human-to-macaque lineage (which sub-An important caveat in the above analysis is ascertain-
ment bias. The primate-fast outliers were expected to sumes the human terminal branch). We therefore per-
formed computer simulations to evaluate the extent toshow higher Ka/Ks in the human terminal branch (i.e.,
Cell
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which this ascertainment bias would result in elevated fast outliers (i.e., those nervous system genes exhibiting
significantly higher Ka/Ks in primates than in rodents) isKa/Ks in the human terminal branch. They showed that
considerably higher in the lineage leading from human-for the primate-fast outliers, ascertainment bias would
macaque ancestors to humans than the lineage leadingindeed lead to an average Ka/Ks of the human terminal
tomacaques. Furthermore, these same genes were alsobranch being higher than that of the chimpanzee branch.
found to have evolved with much higher Ka/Ks in theHowever, the actual Ka/Ks disparity between the human
human terminal branch than the chimpanzee branchand the chimpanzee terminal branches is greater than
after human-chimpanzee divergence. This disparity wasthat expected from ascertainment bias alone (p  0.04;
not seen in a control set of nervous system genes thatseeExperimental Procedures). This suggests that ascer-
evolved at comparable rates between primates and ro-tainment bias is unlikely to fully account for—though it
dents.clearly contributes to—the observed disparity in Ka/Ks
Fourth, mutations in many nervous system genes, in-between the human and the chimpanzee terminal
cluding those with significantly higher Ka/Ks in primates,branches.
have been shown to cause severe nervous system de-With sequences of the primate-fast outliers available
fects in humans (Table 1A). This obviously does notin four primate taxa (human, chimpanzee, macaque, and
support the notion of functional relaxation in thesesquirrel monkey), we constructed a phylogenetic tree
genes during human evolution.and calculatedKa/Ks for each segment of the tree (Figure
Fifth, there is no evidence of recent duplications in-6C). Clearly, the segments that lie along the lineage
volving any of the genes studied (data not shown), whichleading to humans (bolded in Figure 6C) have notably
rules out the possibility of increasedgenetic redundancyhigher Ka/Ks than segments that branch away from
for these genes in primates.this lineage.
Finally, concurrent with the present study, more de-The above data reinforce the notion that Ka/Ks values
tailed evolutionary analyses were performed on twoof nervous system genes in primates are especially ele-
genes included in this study, ASPM and MCPH1, whichvated in the lineage leading from ancestral primates to
have since been published by us and other groupshumans, and that this trend has likely continued through
(Zhang, 2003; Evans et al., 2004b; Kouprina et al., 2004;recent human evolution.
Evans et al., 2004a; Wang and Su, 2004). These detailed
analyses, motivated by the observation that these twoDiscussion
genes are involved critically and specifically in regulat-
ing brain size during development (Bond et al., 2002;In this study, we examined the molecular evolution of
Jackson et al., 2002), indeed revealed multiple lines ofan extensive set of nervous system-related genes in
evidence in support of their adaptive evolution in pri-primates. We demonstrated that their average rate of
mates and particularly in the primate lineage leading toprotein evolution as scaled to neutral divergence (i.e.,
humans. These include (1) significantly higher Ka/Ks inthe Ka/Ks ratio) is significantly higher in primates than in primates than in nonprimate mammals in addition torodents. One possible interpretation is adaptive evolu-
rodents, (2) much higher Ka/Ks in the primate lineagetion of these genes in primates, but it could also be due
leading to humans than in the other primate lineages, (3)
to relaxed functional constraint. We note, however, that
a preponderance of evolutionary signatures supporting
brain size and complexity are much greater in primates
the presence of positive selection in the lineage leading
than in rodents, which likely places stiffer demands on to humans, such as Ka/Ks 1 for portions of this lineagethe functional precision of genes. It is therefore difficult and highly significant departure from the neutral expec-
to envision the relaxation of functional constraint as a tation of the McDonald-Kreitman test (McDonald and
major force in the evolution of the primate nervous sys- Kreitman, 1991), and (4) evidence that strong positive
tem. This argument notwithstanding, we sought addi- selection tends to be focused within specific domains
tional evidence that might bolster the case of adap- of these genes. Other genes not included in this study,
tive evolution. such as FOXP2, AHI1, and GLUD2, have also revealed
First, we examined a large set of housekeeping genes a possible link between alterations in protein sequences
and noted that there is no significant primate-rodent and phenotypic evolution of the human brain (Enard et
disparity in theKa/Ks of these genes. This argues that the al., 2002b; Ferland et al., 2004; Burki and Kaessmann,
primate-rodent Ka/Ks disparity seen in nervous system 2004).
genes is not a nonspecific, genome-wide phenomenon. Collectively, the above results argue against the pos-
Second, we classified our nervous system genes into sibility of relaxed functional constraint on the primate
functional categories. We found that the subgroup of nervous system. Instead, they are more consistent with
nervous system genes with developmentally biased the interpretation that higher Ka/Ks of nervous system
functions displayed much greater primate-rodent Ka/Ks genes in primates—especially along the lineage leading
disparity than the entire set of genes. In contrast, the to humans—is a reflection of adaptive evolution.
Ka/Ks of genes that function predominantly in the routine Indeed, as first recognized by Charles Darwin, adap-
physiological operations and maintenance of the ner- tive evolution must have played a key role in driving
vous system showed much less primate-rodent dispar- the acquisition of greater cognitive powers in humans
ity. The latter observation argues against reduced func- (Darwin, 1871). It is therefore reasonable to suppose
tional constraint on the primate nervous system per se, that positive selection on genes involved in nervous
and together, these results are more consistent with the system biology should have operated more intensely
notion of adaptive evolution. during the descent of humans than in species showing
less dramatic cognitive evolution. However, researchersThird, we found that the average Ka/Ks of primate-
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have not been able to make a priori predictions regard- higher average rate of protein evolution as scaled to
ing how intensified selection on the nervous system neutral divergence in primates than in rodents. Second,
might have molded the molecular evolution of the pri- such a trend is contributed to by a large number of
mate genome. For example, it has remained a matter genes. Third, this trend is most prominent for genes
of speculation as to whether brain evolution involved a implicated in the development of the nervous system.
small number of key mutations in a few genes or a very Fourth, within primates, the evolution of these genes is
large number ofmutations inmany genes (Carroll, 2003). especially accelerated in the lineage leading to humans.
It was also not known whether evolutionarily important Based on these themes, we argue that accelerated pro-
mutations have occurred predominantly in regulatory tein evolution in a large cohort of nervous system genes,
sequences or coding regions (King and Wilson, 1975; which is particularly pronounced for genes involved in
McConkey et al., 2000; McConkey, 2002; Olson and nervous system development, represents a salient ge-
Varki, 2003; Carroll, 2003), though preliminary data sug- netic correlate to the profound changes in brain size
gest that gene expression patterns of the human brain and complexity during primate evolution, especially
might have evolved rapidly (Enard et al., 2002a; Caceres along the lineage leading to Homo sapiens. Besides
et al., 2003; Uddin et al., 2004). Whereas our study does revealing broad evolutionary themes, our study also
not address all these important questions, it does argue identified a set of genes whose molecular evolution
that the evolutionof the brain in primates andparticularly might have contributed to the phenotypic evolution of
humans is likely contributed to by a large number of the brain in primates. In-depth analyses of these genes
mutations in the coding regions of many underlying might yield further insights into how changes in specific
genes, especially genes with developmentally biased genes contribute to the emergence of primate- or hu-
functions. man-specific traits.
Might genes involved in tissues other than the nervous
Experimental Proceduressystem also display accelerated evolution in primates?
We argue that this is a distinct possibility given the
Sequence Acquisitionprecedent found in nervous system genes. In particular,
Standard RT-PCR protocols were employed to amplify coding se-accelerated evolution of genes might be found in tissue
quences from theOldWorldmonkey, crab-eatingmacaque (Macaca
systems that are especially relevant to the adaptation fascicularis), followed by sequencing of PCR product. Amplicons
of primates, such as the immune system, the digestive were designed to be 500–700 bp in length with a minimum of 50–75
system, the reproductive system, the integumentary bp of overlap between adjacent amplicons. Nervous system genes
were amplified from cDNA combined from all major regions of thesystem, and the skeletal system.
brain. Housekeeping genes were amplified from cDNA combinedRecent discussions surrounding the genetic origin of
from the heart, lung, liver, kidney, and the pooled brain sample.humans have placed a great emphasis on human-chim-
Squirrel monkey (Saimiri boliviensis) sequences were obtained in a
panzee comparative genomics. Undoubtedly, this ap- similar manner from brain tissue. For chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes),
proach has revealed—and will continue to reveal— amplification was performed on genomic DNA. PCR primers to am-
genetic differences that might underlie the biological plify nonhuman primate genes were designed based on orthologous
human cDNA sequences. If a particular set of primers failed, newdistinctions between these two sister species (Chou et
primers would be designed until successful primers were obtained.al., 1998, 2002; Enard et al., 2002b; Clark et al., 2003;
In rare cases of single-nucleotide polymorphisms, the derived alleleStedman et al., 2004). Because of the exceedingly high
was ignored because it did not represent fixed difference betweendegree of sequence identity between human and chim-
species. Additional sequences, including human, chimpanzee, ma-
panzee genomes, however, comparative studies often caque, squirrel monkey, rat, and mouse, were obtained from pub-
lack statistical power, and inmany caseswould overlook lic databases.
genetic differences that bear biological relevance. The
Inference of Ancestral Sequencesissue of weak statistical power in human-chimpanzee
The human-macaque and the human-chimpanzee ancestral se-sequence comparisons has been noted before (Shi et
quences were inferred using the PAMP program available in theal., 2003) and is supported by our simulation studies
PAML v.3.13 software package as previously described (Yang et al.,showing that the average stochastic variance in Ks as 1995). Orthologous sequences from human, macaque, and squirrel
a fraction of the true underlying mutation rate is about monkey were used to infer the human-macaque ancestral se-
twice in human-chimpanzee comparison as it is in hu- quences. Similarly, orthologous sequences from human, chimpan-
man-macaque comparison (our unpublished data). Rel- zee, andmacaquewere used to infer the human-chimpanzee ances-
tral sequences. In rare cases where there was ambiguity in inferringative to human-chimpanzee comparisons, our approach
the ancestral nucleotide (i.e., the three taxa each had a differentoffers two important advantages. First, the use of amore
nucleotide at a given position), the corresponding codon was disre-distant primate species for comparison with humans
garded from the analysis. To obtain Ka/Ks of a terminal phylogeneticprovides the much needed statistical power for de-
branch, inferred sequences at the ancestral node of the branchwere
termining the evolutionary significance of sequence compared with sequences at the terminal node. To obtain Ka/Ks of
changes. Second, the use of nonprimate mammals as an internal branch, inferred sequences at one ancestral node were
“controls” allows for the identification of primate-spe- compared with inferred sequences at the other ancestral node.
cific evolutionary signatures. We therefore propose that
Sequence Analysis and Tests of Statistical Significanceour methodology is a valuable complement to human-
Orthologous coding sequences were aligned in frame using thechimpanzee comparisons in probing the genetic basis
Pileup and Framealign programs from the Wisconsin Package v10.2of human origins.
(Accelrys Inc., San Diego, California). The Diverge program from the
In summary, our study revealed the following broad same package was employed to calculate evolutionary parameters
themes that characterize the molecular evolution of the by the Limethod (Li, 1993), including the total numbers of nonsynon-
nervous system in primates and particularly in humans. ymous (A ) and synonymous (S ) substitutions corrected for multiple
hits and transition/transversion bias, and Ka and Ks. The averageFirst, genes underlying nervous system biology exhibit
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